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I.      INTRODUCTION 

This report covers research under Grant F49620-82-K-0029 for the period from 

May 1, 1982 through June 30, 1983. Work done during the period from V.^y 1, 1981 

through April 30, 1982 is covered in an earlier report. 

The objective of this research program has been to investigate the characteris- 

tics of new fiber optic configurations for inertial rotation sensing with the aim of 

extending the sensitivity threshold and basic stability or such systems, and to ex- 

tend the range of operation to very fast as well as very slow rates. The program has 

involved basic device research, including both theoretical analyses and experimen- 

tal demonstrations of specific configurations. It also has included research on novel 

component devices for use in these systems. 

The principal experimental approach to rotation sensing which has been studied 

up to now has been referred to as a Passive Re-entrant Sagnac System (PRS). Like 

the more conventional fiber gyro, it uses a multiturn optical fiber sensing coil, but 

it recirculates pulses of light, and successive readings of the phase shift provide an 

integrated phase shift due to rotation. This results in a direct measure of angular 

rotation rather than a measure of rotation rate. Operation and demonstration of 

such an all fiber re-entrant Sagnac system was reported in detail in the previous 

contract report. 

Re-entrant Sagnac systems differ from the more common optical fiber rotation 

sensors in that a pulsed optical signal is first split and then introduced in opposite 

directions into the loop of fiber. The interference of the counterpropagating pulses 

is monitored as the pulses recirculate many times. In a rotating system the cumula- 

tive phase difference between the two recirculating pulses results in a sinusoidally 

modulated pulse tram that is a direct measure of the angle through which the 

system has turned. This is an advantage over more conventional fiber gyros that 

produce a signal proportional to the rate of rotation which then must be electroni- 
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cally integrated. 

The sensitivity of the passive re-entrant Sagnac system depends upon the length 

of time that the recirculating light pulses can be continuously monitored before 

they are lost in the noise. At present, this time is limited by the attenuation in 

the fiber along with the losses in coupling the light into and out of the fiber loop. 

To overcome this limitation a bi-directional optical amplifier is needed for insertion 

into the fiber loop. The loop losses can then be compensated for by use of the 

amplifier so that the recirculating light pulses experience no net attenuation. The 

needed optical amplifier should preserve the single mode nature of the signal and 

be compatible with single mode fiber. It will need to provide several dB of gain 

to compensate for the present losses in the fiber loop. Since an optical amplifier 

must be pumped in some manner (to produce a population inversion in the active 

medium) it is important that this pumping scheme be efficient so as not to require 

too large a pump source. A major portion of the reporting period has been focussed 

on the components and on the understanding necessary for refinement of the passive 

re-entrant gyro so as to include active elements, making what we call an Active Re- 

entrant Sagnac System (ARS). The goal of the research is to achieve sensitivities 

equal to, and in some cases larger than, with other laser gyro systems, and with 

advantages in overcoming drift error, and with the ability to measure high rates of 

rotation without ambiguity. 

The ultimate sensitivity of any fiber loop gyro cannot exceed that allowed for 

» by the signal source or material that guides it. A portion of this report addresses the 

questions of fiber backscattering and signal source statistics. These questions are 

important in determining the maximum sensitivity possible in optical fiber gyros. 

This work is not restricted to re-entrant type fiber gyros, but is applicable to fiber 

gyros in general. 

The followtng report consists of two major sections.   The first section deals 
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with the development of an optical amplifier for insertion into the existing passive 

re-entrant gyro. Theoretical analysis is carried out on three different amplifier 

approaches with expressions derived to predict the expected gains. Experimental 

monsurements are included on two of these amplifier approaches which point out 

advantages and disadvantages of the specific configuration employed. Also included 

in the amplifier section is theoretical investigation of mode distortion as the signal is 

transferred through spherical lenses. The present amplifier schemes include the use 

of lenses in focussing the signal through the gain medium and back into the single 

mode fiber. Since the losses generated in the focussing process must be compensated 

for by extra gain through the amplifier it is important to understand quantitatively 

the efficiencies that can be expected from the focussing elements. 

The second section of the report theoretically investigates how statistical varia- 

tions in the optical source and scattering in the fiber effect the measured output 

obtained from liber gyros. The coherence and amplitude stability of existing optical 

sources is discussed showing how these statistical variations can effect the output 

signal. Also included in the output signal is the effect of correlated and uncorrelated 

scattering components due to the inherent scattering processes found in all optical 

fibers. Representative numerical values are then used to show the quantitative 

effects of these error mechanisms. 

II.     OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS FOR RE-ENTRANT FIBER GYRO 

A.   Optical Amplifiers ' z 

1.    Introduction 

Optical amplifiers designed for compatability with single mode optical fibers 

are needed to ephance the performance of many fiber devices now being developed. 
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These optical amplifiers would require net gains of 2 or 3 dB to overcome the losses 

due to optical components and fiber attenuation in recirculating pulsed systems. 

Direct optical amplification as opposed to electrical repeater type schemes offer 

much larger bandwidths and the preservation of phase information which is needed 

for the short pulses and interferometric techniques used in many fiber systems. 

Optical amplifiers would be used to enhance fiber signal processing systems, 

in» reuse the storage time in fiber optic memories, convert the fiber resonator into a 

ring fiber laser and increase the rotation sensitivity of re-entrant pulsed fiber gyros. 

to mention only a few of its many applications. 

2.    Theory 

The approach we have initially taken is to use a laser beam to optically pump a 

gain medium such us a Nd:VAG crystal. For efficient amplification both the pump 

and signal beams should travel collinearly through the gain medium (see Fig. II-l). 

A combination of high pump and signal intensities together with long interaction 

lengths will recult in the maximum gain for a given pump power. An optimum 

arrangement that satisfies the above conditions would be to make an amplifier out 

of a section of single mode fiber whose core region contains an active gain medium. 

Because of the development time and expense associated with such an amplifier it 

was decided to focus initial efforts on ihe design of an amplifier using a nonguiding 

gain medium. This should result in the development of a useable amplifier in the 

minimum amount of time. 

In  a four-level gain  medium the steady-state  population inversion density 

(atoms/cm3) due to a non-saturating pump intensity Ip{x,y,z) is given by 

QpTl 
n2{x.y,:]= -^   no   lv(i.y,:) (II-\\ 

hu p 

where nip is the exponential absorption coefficient of the pump radiation, ro is the 
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Fiq.    II-l Side  view of purr?  and  signal  beams 
in  unguided gain medium. 
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nverage inversion lifetime of an atom, hvp is the energy of a pump photon and ;/o 

is the quantum efficiency for p oducing a radiated photon for each pump photon 

absorbed. Equation II-1 shows tiat the population inversion density is proportional 

to the pump intensity. 

The rate of stimulated atoms per volume element (dn,/dt) for a given signal 

intensity I,{x,y.:) can be written as 

—It—■j5j',,,«ta »•')•'•<*»»•') I//-2) 

where <r, is the stimulated cross-section for an inverted atom and hug is the stimu- 

lated photon energy. 

Assuming that all the stimulated atoms contribute in amplifying the signal 

beam the growth of the signal power per length dPJdz is obtained by integrating 

over all the stimulated atoms. 

Combining Eq. (II-l), (II-2) and (11-3) gives 

<IP,      <r»oipTi      f f -jf = -jf-floJJIP(*,y,=)I,ix,y,=)dxdy   !. (//-4) 

Equation II-4 shows that to get the largest growth in signal power per incremen- 

tal length of gain medium one would like the pump and signal intensities to be as 

large as possible (assuming we do not reach the regime of pump or signal saturation). 

For a given pump and signal power the intensities can be made large by focusing 

the beams to a small area. Although focusing increases the beam intensities to 

make dPJdz large, diffraction in a non-guiding gain medium will cause the beams 

to diverge more quickly which will limit the effective length over which the signal 

beam is amplified. This effect is identical to that which limits nonlinear processes 
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when a pump beam is focused into a bulk crystal. This trade-off between increased 

mtensity but shortened interaction length when using bulk gain mediums is not 

present when the signal and pump are index guided in the gain medium such as in 

the case of a single mode fiber with an active core region. 

Equation (11-4) can be further simplified if we make some assumptions on spatial 

structure of the pump and signal intensities. To within a few percent the signal 

»raveling in a single mode fiber can be represented as a lowest order TEMw Gaussian 

mode. Assuming Gaussian modes in the bulk gain medium we can write the pump 

and signal intensities as 

''ir'z) = W^T)''^7' ,//"51 

'••'•"-pp''* ,//■6, 

In Eq. (il-ö) the term Ppe'"*' is due to the absorption of the pump beam as it 

travels through the gain medium. Pp is the power in the pump beam at the location 

. = 0. P,{:) in Eq. (II-6) is the power in the signal beam whose form of growth we 

hav- left unspecified for now. The beam radii are given by 

^rU   "- W^l + (r/*^ '   . {II-7) 

W,(*) = W»}/lHs/Vh? {II-S) 

where :RP and r/?# are the Rayleigh ranges of the pump and signal beams. \Vp0 and 

11* represent the minimum radii of the two beams whose locations are assumed to 

occur at the same place (see Fig. II-l). 

By assuming a Gaussian intensity profile for the cross-section of the pump and 

signal beams Eq. (II-4) can be integrated to obtain 

dP, _ (JtQp'im Ppe-Q'' 

dz hyf        \m[z) + \V](:)) PA:) (//-9) 



medium. 

PAz) = P,(""> {II-10) 

where 

*>=! L, w£&m4'       l"-n) 

A, C'onsidi ring IT/1[\V-\Z) + IV';!;)) as an effective area of the overlap between the 

pump and signal beams and Ppe~a'z as the power in the pump beam we can see that 

the gain coellicieiit (%) is proportional to an integration over length of an effective 

pump intensity through the gain medium. A review of the key assumptions made 

to obtain Eq. (II-ll) are: 

(i) All the stimulated photons contribute to the growth of the signal beam. 

(ii) The signal and pump beams are lowest order Gaussian modes whose waists 

occur at the same location in the gain medium. 

(iii) The pump and signal intensities are small enough to avoid saturation effects 

in the gain medium. 

Although these assumptions may be a bit too restrictive they allo1 ^r a 

relatively simple analytical expression describing the growth of the sir a; beam 

which can give some insight into the processes involved in amplifying the signal 

with a collinear pump. 

a.    Fiber-Slab Airplifier 

The amplifier shown in Fig. 11-2 takes advantage of the high intensities of the 

pump and signal as the two beams leave the small core region of the single mode 

fiber. Since the gain per unit length falls off quickly as the beams diverge it is 

advantageous to put a slab of gain medium in contact with the input and output 

fibers where both the pump and signal intensities are at their maximum. Since the 
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pnmp and ~i(r,nnl bl"'ams hnvo hnth b.:,m combined into 11. :tingle mode fiber they both 

:--hare the :.mme nptirnl :txis whirh guatn.ntees good benm overlap and allows (or a 

.·:implt> nlignm('nt. procedure. 

Since t.he most gn.in will occur near the output or fiber A a.nd the input or 

fiber B. if we mnke the slabs too thick all the pump will be absorbed before it gets 

n~ar fiber B making its contribution to the gain insigniftcent. It the slabs are too 

I hin I he interaction lengt.h of the~pump and signal beams wiH be small and this 

will al::;o r:Htse :1 decrease in the nmplifier gnin. This nrg11ment shows thn.t there 

is an opt.iml!m t.hirkness ror the t\\'0 slabs which maximizes the gain through the 

amplirier. 

To n nd this opdmum length Eq. (11-11) W:l.S numerically ir1tegrated to ~how 

hnw the gnin coeffi('it>nt. (go) vari(ls wit.h the totnl hmgth orthe gain medium. The 

rP:-n:lf ing curve is shown in Fig. ll-3. This plot assumes t.he fibers have a ,J 11m radius 

<ore nnd the gain metlimn to be :'-ld:YAG. It can ht• seen that the g::1in C'oefficient 

hN·ntnC'S il mn:-,:imllm for a totn[ crystnJ J~ngth of nbout. l lnffi which C'Orresponds 

to two .. ) mm sluhs. Figure II-:~ also. shows that making the slabs too thin can 

rrsult in :.1 drnmatic decren.se in gilin while too thick or slabs has only a marginal .. 
'"iTect. Opera.ting at the optimum Nd:YAG crystal length and pump wavelength or 

• 
\p = 808 nm (op .:::: -t rm-1) results in n.n input pump power or approximately -tO 

mW to achieve n. .'3 dB crystal gain. This gain does not include the coupling and 

refh.·rt ion losses whirh would result in 3. much smaller net gain. 

This same n.nalysis wn.s done for a neodymium penta.phosphate (NdPs014 ) 

crystal whi<'h has a much higher concei1tration or neodymium a..toms.':(t was round 
' . 

that when using a near optimum pump ~avelength or Ap = ;sgnm (Op::::! J2cm- 1) 

the max gain ocrurs for n t.ot.al crystnl length or ·'"'-' .25 mm ( !!5Jtm slabs). Under 

I ht•se ('Oflditions ;} .) dB C'ryst.ul gain theoretically requires only 12 m\V or pump 
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FIBER B 

Fie. II-2. Fiber-slab amplifier. Signal 
and pump beams liave been pre- 
vious! v combined in Fiber A. 
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::rlt·n:-:ity Ill' tO m\V and i2 m\V in a Ober whose C'ort~ radius is :311m is 2!)0 KW/r.m'!. 

:1 rH! no 1\:\V /('m~ rP"fwdively. for the two cases con5idcred the saturation pu111p 

intetJ:-,ity fc•r :'--rd:'(\G at >-.P = 808-nm is approximately I~(Jt ::::= 130 K\V /cm2 and 

r(ll' ~~dF\0 1 1 :1t ;.,P = 730 nrn 1~ 111 = 2GO KW /em'!.. Since the Nd:YAG example 

n•!ttirP~ :1 pttlH[) intensity above the crystal's saturaticn intensity the expression 

!',q· ! h" gain is no longer vnlid and a 3 dB gain will recplire mor~ than .w mW of 

r':iinp .. \s for the ;\ldP:lOt.1• the pump intensity of no KW /em'!- is quite close to the 

":l! 11r:ttion intc·nsity of ~GO KW /C'm'!. and the nonsaturated assumption is probably 

:-:l:,rtine: to brP:1k down. Because of coupling losses between the two fibers a crystal 

:;1i:1 1lf.) 1)r I) dr3 m:1y lw rrqtrirl'd making the nePded pump intensities even larger. 

I! '.1 '{\ltld :lppe:H t!ut nne of thP rundarnental limitations or the fiber sla.bo amplifier 

1 rh:1L ()[ pnr·1p ·';i~!lration which will limit the gain. 

Sin:::le Rod Amplifier 
d 

This :Hnplificr :c;cheme is shown in Fig. II-4 where both pump and sig11al beams 

:tr•· !•)cu~;0d into a single rod. of gain medium. Because of the ability to focus into the 

;, :1 i r~ nwd i u m the lw:1 m waists are not constrained to th·:.> size o( the fiber core like 

in 'he prr_,vion~ ~;e!wrnt'. "!'his :1!lows for decreasing the vump intensity by enlarging 

t ht· lw:1 m v::1ist.s, it. :~!so h:1s the added benefit that the corresponding Rayleigh 

~:~n~~"" :1bn iner~'~tse which results in longer interaet.ion leng_ths between the pump 

To avoid nun1eric:1l integration 1n c:1lculat.ing t.he g:1m coefficient (Eq. (11-ll)) 

\'.'(' ~_·:111 makr: :1n :Hiditional :1sst1rnption by replacing the exponentially decreasing 

piimp power with its \','lllle :lt the midpoint of the nyst.al (i.e. Ppe-o,.~ -Ppe-o,.t.'/'!. 

•n Eq. (11·-ll)). This :1ss11P1ption :1llows Eq. (11-ll) to be intPgr-1t~d In dosed form 
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(//-12) 

In E<l- (II-12) :elf is nn effective Rayleigh range for the combination or the pump 

nnd signn.l beams whose value is ~iven by 

(//- 13) 

In Eq. (Il-12) we have assumed that both pump and signal waists occur hair way 

:1long n cryst:11 rod· of lengt.h e. 
For c:ryst.nl lengths greater thn.n several Rayleigh ranges and not too long 

compared to the p11mp absorption coefficient the crystal gain can be shown to be 

rr.h t ively independent or the crystal length (see Fig. Il-3). In this regime the gain 

rnt•!!ic-tent is in~('n:-;itiv(> to the :Jbsolute sizes or t.he pump and signal waists and 

detwnds only on the relative rat.io. This effect can he understood by noting that 

if t lw be;lnh :trt> focused tighter to ·increase their intensity, t.he effective interaction 

n•gion will be shortened due to stronger beam diffraction. It. turns out that the 

incrC':lse in int.('nsit:y just cancels the effect or t.he decrease in ·interaction length 
\ 

which results in a gain coefficient that is insensitive to actual beam sizes. This or 

('(>llr:-;e assumes that the beam waists are na.t made so small as to intensity sa.turatt 

the gnin medium. 

It. cnn also be shown that the gain is maximized in Eq. (11:.12) when the ratio 

between pump and signal waists is given by 

•' (//-14) 

This c·nndition of maximizing the gain also satisfies the condition t.hn.t both pump 
.... 

:wd ::.:ignnl R ;1yl('igh rang~s are equnl which in turn is identical to the effective 
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n ;1ylPi,~h ra.nr;e =~rr· Since the· pump wavelt?ngth will always be shorter than the 

:-;ig;nal wavr.lcngth this implies that the waist or the ~ignal should be slightly larger 

t h n n t. hat o I' the pump . 

Aft(>r optimizing the gain in Eq. (II·12) ror both spot size ratio and crystal 

l0ngt h, the required pump powers ror a 3 dB gain are calculated ror tlie same 

two gain materials as used in the fiber.-slab amplifier e~ample. For Nd:YAG at 

>-r = 808 nm (O'p = -l rm- 1) the optimum rod length was raiculated to be 1.52 

mrn. thiii optimnm length wn.s determined by the first picking the pump and signal 

.;pot. iiizes (l~·~o = 10 pm, lV80 = 11.5 pm) which in turn were picked so that the 

p;1mp intpnsit.y for a 3 dB gain is approximately a order or magnitude below the 

s;1!.tlr:Jt.ion intensity. Using these optimized parameters a 3 dB crystal gain requires 

:1pprnximntely ii mW. 

F'or the case or NhP.)014 with A = 803 nm (np = ;;g cm- 1) the optimum rod 

kngth was .lGi mm ror spot sizes or il-'~o = 0.6pm and WBO = 11.1 pm. A pump 

powrr of approximnt.ely il mW is now needed ror a 3 dB crystal gain. 

In practice the gain formula ·assumptions such a.s the signal beam remams 

(;anssitln :1s it. i~ :unplified nnd all .. stimubted photons add to this beam will not be 

met. The pump powers catculn.ted here should be considered absolute minimums 
• 

for the ideal c·onditions assumed, and in practice one shoulclexpect\o need a larger 

p11mp power to obtain th~ equivalent gain. 

c. Index Guided Amplifier 

for this ~ch<>me we assume a single mode fiber whose t'ore is-an active gain 
'I 

mNlium. One stlrh possihlilty would be a short section or glass fiber with a Nd:glass 

<'OrE>. Bec:luse of its noncrystalline nnture this type or fiber could be pulled so 

that the core n~gion would hnve a diameter of several microns. This would allow 

dimensiott::> very similar t.o existing silica fibers which would eliminate the need ror 
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('oopling lenses sinct! the fibers could be butted together. 

Sineo the beams are now guided, their waists will not change with distance. By 

~l'fli11g 1Vp(:) = lVs(z) =:= ~Vo where lVo is the core radius or the fiber amplifier we 

enn in•egrnte Eq. (II-11) to obtain 

(f, T21J0 P, [ 1 e-a.t.] flo = ------'-;; - " 
hvp 11"W0 . 

(II- 15) 

ln Eq. !II- 15) t i~~ the length or t.he fiber amplifier. This equation should model the 

p;:dn mnre :H·enr~tPiy t.hnn the previous unguided n,mplifier schemes since the signal 

h~>:1 m will remn.in :::; :111ssin.n in nnt.ure as it travels along the fiber. The assumption 

that :lll ~timulnt.rd photons contribute to the growth or the signal mode mn,y still 

:1 h.it r0stricth·E> bnt one might guess that this would not effect the final result 

too 11l11C'h. 

13~· making tlw :lmpliflPr !rngth ~evrr~l tinws IMgN t.han the absorption con-

:-;tant (i.e. t > > erp) we rind that the gn,in through the fiber amplifier is independent 

of tht! ab~orption !ength. This implies that using high absorption materials such as 

~dP.sOH will olfer little if any .advantage. It turns out that the best materials to 

nse nre t.he ones t.h3t have large cross-set'tion lifet.ime products (i.e. f7fT- large). It 

:-:hould al::;o be noted t.hn,t since the gain is independent of the absor:ption coefficient 

Wf:' <Hf.' not restricted to using :l strong absorption line or the gain medium. as long as 

the fiber amplifier is sufficiently long to _a.bsorb all or the pump. any wavelength will 

do. This relaxes ! he constraint of the two earlier amplifier schemes which required 

spedftc pump wavelengths. which n,t present are not e:lSily obtainable· a~ the required 
' 

powrr levels. This also means that the amount of active atoms (Nd in the rase or a 

>Jd:glass core) doped into the fiber t'ore is not important, assuming the fiber is long 

!.'nnngh to ab~orb all or t.he pump power . 

. ·\:::suming n ~d:gl::tss core with a 3 .. s Jtm radius :l pump power or approximately 
. ""' 

Hl m w is IH .. •t•dP<I to get. 3 dB or gain. The pump intensity for this powl'r level would 
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!H' :thnnl. l!'iO l\\V /cm'1 whieh is of t.he sama ordar of rnn.gnittzdc as the sattJration 

int~·n ... :it.y (whi<·h depend:, on the pump wavalength used). Although pump satllration 

mn:: t:1ke place it may not. pr('sent a loss in gnin since the pump power not absorbed 

dnc to a saturated mNlitJm remnins guided nnd will eventually get absorbed where 

it r:J.n be used to contribute to the signal's amplification. 

Nd:glnss v;:~s nsed in the above example since it seems fensible to be able to 

tbt.' the s~une tt>chnolog;y as used in the manufacturing of normal single mode fibers. 

!i11t ~irH'P the ~d atom is in an amorphous glass structure its gnin profile is spread 

ot1t which results in it having a much lower gain than Nd:YAG which is in the form 

oi a crystal. If it were possible to make a 3.5 Jlm core fiber out of Nd:YAG, only 

0.8 m W of pump power would be required to achieve a gain or 3 dB. This amount 

of power could be easily supplied hy a laser diode which would allow for a very 

l'IHeient all fiber amplifier system. 

3. Experimental Results 

.-\t prPsent.. experimental measurements have used Nd:YAG as the active gain 

medium "vit.h an argon ion laser supplying the pump power a.t Ap = 514.5 nm. The 

signnl beam is obtained by a Coheient Inc. YAG-T'WO laser operating at a 1.064pm 
.•.· 

wavelene:t h. 
u 

Fig11re II-.} describes an Pn.rly att~mpt in the mensurement or crystal gain in a 

~d:Y.\C rod. The pump and signal were combined into the snme 2 Jlnl (radius) fiber 

by 11::;ing :1 direc-t ion a! con pier as a wavelength multiplexer. This process depends on 

tlw fact that t.he C'Otlpling C'oefficient varies with wavelength, maki_ng ,!t possible to 

co11plc t.he pump and signal into the same fiber. The pump and signal beams were 

1 ht•n s~:•nt. thrnttgh two ~ingle element lenses and focused into a 8 mm length rod 

nf ~d:Y.\G whoc-;p Pnd raC'es were polished and antireflection roated for 1.06-t pm . 

. \fl<'r pussing lhrongh the :\fd:YAG crystal the unabsorbed pump was E.'liminated 
.... 
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filters in place the pump signal could be blocked without observing any change in 

the detector output. To differentiate the signal from the spontaneous fluorescence 

the signal beam was chopped before being combined with the pump. Since the 

pump power was continuous the spontaneous fluorescence was constant and could 

be differentiated from the chopped signal. 

To measure the gain the signal was monitored while the Nd:YAG rod was moved 

into and out of the beam. Initially measurements were attempted by leaving the 

Nd:VAG rod in the path of the beams and blocking only the pump. This led to poor 

measurements since the coupling ratk of the signal through the directional coupler 

was a function of the intense pump beam (several hundred milliwatts) traveling 

ihrough it. It is believed that the pump power caused local heating in the interaction 

region of the coupler to effect the coupling of the weaker signal beam. This effect 

was enhanced by the fact that the 1.064/im signal was very weakly guided by the 

■2//m core fiber which resulted in very large evanescent tails in the coupling region. 

The effect of the coupling dependence of the signal as a function of the pump power 

is not serious in an operating amplifier arrangement since the pump signal will be 

continuous and whatever thermal changes it causes can be removed by readjusting 

the coupler. 

For incident pump powers of up to 200 mW the measured gains in this system 

were on the order of 10%. This small gain is most likely due to the chromatic 

aberration of the lenses which causes the pump and signal waists to occur at 

different locations in the crystal. Although chromatic abberation was expected, 

simple calculations made to estimate its effect were not accurate since a much larger 

gain was anticipated. 

The next scheme shown in Fig. II-6 consisted of a bulk beam splitter used to 

fnmbine the pifhip and signal beams into a common fiber. A single slab {( = .8 mm) 
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fiber. The detection scheme was identical to that of Fig. II-5 where the signal beam 

was chopped to differentiate it from the spontaneous fluorescence. The measured 

gain for this airangement was only about 50% (1.14 dB) for incident pump powers 

of approximately 200 mW. This gain of 30% was only achieved when there was a 

small seperation between the crystal slab and the fiber end face. As the crystal 

and fiber were brought into contact the gain decreased demonstrating the effect of 

the higher pump intensity saturating the gain medium. Neglecting the saturation 

fffect of the pump, Eq. (11-11), predicts a crystal gain on the order of 4 dB. This 

dramatic decrease in measured gain can be explained by pump saturation due to 

the small spot size of the pump [\Vpo a 2//m) as it leaves the fiber. This small spot 

size allows for a very short Rayleigh range (i.e. effective interaction length of pump 

and signal) and then for a large beam divergence which prevents significant gain if 

the fiber and crystal are not in contact. 

The reason these gain measurements were made using such a small core fiber 

was to ensure that both pump and signal be single mode when leaving the fiber. A 

larger core would have caused the pump (\p = .5145/im) to become double mode 

making the crystal gain a function of the mode structure leaving the fiber. By using 

a longer wavelength pump (say \p Sx 810nm) the core size could be increased and 

the effect of pump saturation would not be so severe. Also, the use of an amplifying 

medium such as NdPfOn which has a larger pump saturation intensity could make 

this amplifier arrangement more acceptable. 

The last amplifying scheme tested to this date has given the largest crystal 

gains and is shown in Fig. II-7. The pump and signal beams are combined using 

a dichroic beamsplitter which transmits SS^ of the pump power (Xp = .5145^m) 

while reflecting .»pproximatclv OO.S0? of the signal (\f = 1.064/im). The two beams 

are thtMi focus^l into a 8 mm length Nd:YAG rod.   By using two lenses, one to 
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collinaie the signal and the other to focus the pump and signal into the crystal 

(see Fig. II-7), it is possible to adjust the location of the two waists in the crystal 

to achieve maximum gain. The signal beam was chopped before amplification and 

then detected by a lock-in amplifier after the unabsorbed pump was removed by 

using a long pass and spike filter. 

The NdrYAG crystal gain versus incident pump power for the arrangement in 

Fig. II-7 is shown in Fig. II-8. This data shows that to double the signal power 

(gnin of 3 dB) requires a pump power of about 195 mW. The radii of the signal and 

pump waists in the crystal were measured to be approximately W^ = 10.2/im and 

\Vf0 = 12.4/im and were obtained using f\ = 1.8 cm and /o = 4.6 cm. These sizes 

were chosen by measuring the gain for various combinations of the two lenses and 

picking the pair which gave the largest gain. This procedure allo^d for maximizing 

the pump intensity while still remaining below the level where pump saturation 

decreases the gain. 

It is interesting to note that the crystal gain is linear with pump power and 

not exponential as predicted by earlier theory. This was first thought to be due to 

either pump or signal saturation but in Fig. II-8 the pump intensity at a power level 

of 200 mW is approximately 120 VV/cm" which is about 3 times lower than the 380 

W/cnr saturation intensity, while the signal is more than an order of magnitude 

below its saturation intensity. 

One possible reason for the observed linear growth of the signal is that since 

the waist of the pump is smaller than the signal the central portion of the signal 

beam will grow faster than its Gaussian tails. This larger growth near the optical 

axis will effectively cause the beam's waist to decrease thus allowing diffraction to 

come into play earlier causing the beam to diverge. Since the beam diverges sooner 

due to nonuniform growth along its cross-section the effective interaction region is 

>|jorlened. this effect could possibly result in a linear instead of exponential growth. 
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ment  in single rod amplifier. 
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At present we are not sure whether this diffraction effect alone or a combination 

of diffracti^" and saturation is responsible for the nonexponential growth of the 

signal, a more detailed theoretical analysis b needed to describe these effects. If 

this diffraction effect is found to be dominant it would violate the assumption used 

in Eq. (11-12) that the signal beam maintains its incident mode characteristics during 

amplification. 

Equation (11-12) could still reasonably describe the curve in Fig. II-8 if we 

consider the small gain regime where the experimental curve can be approximated by 

a linear function. In this regime any diffraction effects due to uneven signal growth 

should be minimized and therefore not violate the assumption used to obtain Eq. (II- 

12). The inverse slope from Fig. II-8 is equal to 195 mW while the theoretical small 

gain regime using Eq. (11-12) gives an inverse slope of 190 mW. Within experimental 

error this comparison with theory is in good agreement and demonstrates the 

validity of Eq. (11-12) if gains are not too large. Although experimental results 

may agree for small gains the fact that the amplification grows linearly instead of 

oNponentially will result in pump powers much larger than previously predicted to 

get useful crystal gains of 4 or 5 dB. 

Recently we were able'to obtain some small samples of NdPjOu from W. K. 

Zwicker at Philips Laboratory. These crystals differ from NdrYAG by the fact 

that the Nd atom is a natural part of the crystal structure opposed to being a 

"■.ubstilutionally doped atom. This results in Nd concentrations being approximately 

:}0 times larger in NdP.sOu as compared to Nd:VAG. 

Figure II-9 shows an absorption spectrum through a 1.05 mm piece of NdPsOu. 

For comparison purposes an absorption spectrum through a 6 mm piece of Nd:YAG 

is shown in Fig. 11-10. The NdPsOn shows a much stronger absorption than 

Nd:YAG, for example at X = .5145/<m the Nd:YAG has an exponential absorp- 

tion coelfK-ient.,of approximately QP = .7 cm-1 compared to ap  =  14 cm'1 for 
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NdP$0i4. This stronger absorption can contribute to higher gains in unguided 

amplifier configurations as shown by Eq. (11-11). It can also be noticed that the ab- 

sorption peaks are slightly shifted, for example the maximum absorption in Nd:YAG 

occurs at approximately 808 nm while in NdPsOn it occurs at 800 nm. This implies 

that a pump source optimized for Nd:YAG will not be optimum for NdP^On. 

No experimental gain measurements have yet been made with the NdFjOn 

crystals. These measurements are planned to be carried out scon which will deter- 

mine the advantages if any in using NdP^On ^s a gain medium. 

4.    Conclusion 

Theory shows that due to diffraction of the optical beams the most efficient 

jmplifier scheme consists of a guiding structure to confine the pump and signal to 

produce large intensities over long interaction regions. Because of the technologi- 

cal difficulties involved with developing such guiding structures initial amplifier 

.ittempts have consisted of focusing the pump and signal beams collinearly into 

,i crystal gnin medium. Linear growth of signal power versus pump power has 

been observed in a Nd:YAG crystal with incident pump powers of 195 mW (at 

\p m ,514.5/im) required to'achieve a 3 dB gain through the amplifying medium. 

This linear growth ns opposed to the expected exponential growth has caused this 

amplifier arrangement to be less efficient than initially predicted. 

The recent arrival of crystals of NdP.^Ou will permit tests to determine if they 

can produce more efficient amplification than the currently used Nd:YAG crystals. 

B.   SPHERICAL ABERRATION FROM SINGLE ELEMENT LENSES 

1.    Introduction 

The single mode optical amplifier schemes presently being tested require the 

Mgnal beam to leave the fiber where it is then manipulated with lenses.   These 
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k-iises focus the signal into the amplifying medium and then finally back into a 

Miigle mode fiber (see Fig. II-4). This manipulation of the signal produces coupling 

losses which play nn important role in the amplifier scheme since these losses must 

be compensated by increased gain through the amplifying medium. A possibly more 

serious consequence is the reduction in signal-to-noise ratio due to signal loss in the 

presence of the undiminished amplifier noise. This reduction in signal-to-noise ratio 

will limit the useful number of times an optical pulse can recirculate in an active 

fibi'r loop system. 

Since normnlly used lenses have spherical surfaces, aberrations will be present 

thai will elfect the quality of the signal beam. To obtain quantitative results on 

how these aberrations effect theoretical coupling efficiencies a computer program 

wa» developed which numerically calculates how Gaussian beams are affected by 

spherical refracting surfaces. 

2.    Theory 

The ideal lens surfaces required for focusing beams to a diffraction limited spot 

are in general not spherical. Because of cost and manufacturing difficulties most 

lenses are made using spherical surfaces. These spherical surfaces produce many 

types of aberrations of which all are present in a general imaging system. 

If an optical beam is aligned along the optical axis of a spherical lens all 

aberrations except one can be eliminated. The remaining aberration is known as 

spherical aberration and is due to the outer edges of the lens focusing rays more 

strongly than its central region. This effect only becomes significant when the light 

rays are bent by relatively large angles at the refracting surfaces, which is the case 

when light is focused into single mode fibers using a single element lens. Because of 

the small core size associated with single mode fibers, incoming parallel rays must be 

bent on the order of several degrees which is enough to produce substantial coupling 
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losses due to spherical aberration. Another way of looking at these losses is that 

I he single mode characteristics of a lowest order Gaussian beam that passes through 

a spherical lens is disturbed so that some of the beam- energy is distributed into 

higher order Gaussian modes which can no longer be used when coupling this lowest 

order Gaussian beam into a single mode fiber. 

Because of the nature of this problem an analytical solution describing the 

m.-ignitiide of those losses is not possible. A combination of ray tracing and overlap 

inicgnils. must be performed to compute the effect of these losses when focusing 

will» spherical lenses. 

The computer program developed to do this assumes that both input and 

output beams are Gaussian and calculates a mode overlap to determine the power 

transferred between these modes. Like in the previous amplifier section if we 

make the assumption that the single mode fibers propagate a Gaussian mode (this 

approximation is good to within a few percent in most single mode fibers) this 

program can be used to calculate coupling efficiencies into single mode fibers. 

The program operates by first analytically projecting an input Gaussian beam 

onto the first surface of the lens, it then determines the beam's plane wave Fourier 

components whose amplitude, phase and angle of propagation are stored for later 

processing. Using Snell's law the angular deviation of the beams Fourier components 

are calculated and this information is used to project these Fourier components onto 

the second surface of the lens. The accumulated phase of each Fourier component 

is computed to provide information on both the amplitude and phase distortion 

caused by the spherical surfaces. At the second surface Snell's law is again used to 

calculate the parameters of the input Gaussian beam has it just leaves the lens. At 

this final surface a mode overlap integral is performed between the beam leaving 

the lens and the required Gaussian beam needed for lOO^ coupling into the single 

mode fiber.   Since the projection of the desired beam for lOO^o coupling depends 
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on the fiber-lens distance the computer must vary this fiber-lens distance until a 

maximum coupling efficiency is obtained. 

The above description uses a ray optics approach to determine how the input 

Gaussian beam is affected by the spherical surfaces of a lens, this approach neglects 

any diffraction effects on the beam as it propagates through the lens. Since beam 

diameters will be on the or^er of millimeters or greater while propagating through 

the lens any diffraction effects over the thickness of a lens should be negligible. 

However, diffraction effects are taken into account when the Gaussian beams are 

analytically projected onto the lens surfaces. 

The above program combines ray tracing with coherent Gaussian beam 

wavefronts to determine coupling losses due to both amplitude and phase distortions 

from spherical surfaces used in focusing. Examples showing the order of magnitude 

of these losses are given in the following section. 

3.    Results 

The fullowing examples are all concerned with coupling losses when using single 

element lenses. Although the program is not limited to two surfaces per lens, these 

single element lenses are commonly used in laboratories and information on their 

focusing ability should be useful. 

Figure 11-11 models the situation were a collimated Gaussian laser beam is 

focused to a small spot with the use of a single plano-convex lens. Although the 

plano-convex lens does not have thp correct spherical surfaces to minimize spherical 

aberrations (for the given focusing arrangement) it is very close and is commonly 

used to focus collimated input beams. To minimize aberrations this lens is situated 

so its curved surface faces the incoming parallel beam (see Fig. 11-11), this allows 

the input and output rays to make approximately the same angles with the lens 

surfaces which -reduces the overall focusing error since this error has a nonlinear 
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dependence with angle. 

Tl'e input in Fig. 11-11 is assumed to be a coliimated Gaussian beam with a 

1 mm radius (measured to the 1/e point in field amplitude). Using paraxial ray 

theory the required lens focal length and curvatures are analytically calculated to 

focus the input beam into the desired spot size. Once these parameters are known 

the program then calculates the coupling efficiency between the beam leaving the 

lens and that needed to produce the desired spot size. This is then assumed to 

approximate the coupling efficiency into a single mode fiber with the equivalent 

spot size for its guided mode. Losses due to other sources such as reflections have 

not been included, therefore the plotted loss is due solely to the mismatch between 

modes caused by the spherical lens surfaces. 

The top curve in Fig. 11-11 shows the coupling loss if the incoming beam is 

from a Nd:YAG laser (X = 1.061//m) while the bottom curve is for the commonly 

used helium neon laser (X = .6328). The larger coupling losses for the Nd.'YAG 

wavelength is due to dilTraction effects which increase with longer wavelengths. 

In our Lab a commonly used fib'?r with helium neon lasers has a core radius of 

I microns. From the bottom curve in Fig. II-11 one can see that the mode mismatch 

losses are on the order of IS^c. If the three reflection losses (two'from the lens and 

one from the fiber face) are taken into account this implies the maximum coupling 

efficiency into the single mode fiber is on the order of "S^. This assumes perfect 

spherical surfaces, ideal alignment and a correctly chosen focal length which means 

in practice the coupling will be much lower. A fiber commonly used in our lab for 

guiding 1.06-1/ym radiation has a 3/im core radius. The top curve in /ig. II-U shows 

a mode mismatch of 13<Tc for this liber which results in approximately the same 

coupling efficiency as t he above helium neon example. The amount of computational 

lime required to generate each curve in Fig. II-II was approximately one hour (the 

program was written in Basic and run on an IIP0826 desktop computer, each curve 
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con.sihfs of 50 calculated parts). 

Figure 11-12 shows the extra losses that can occur if a bi-convex instead of 

i plano-convex lens is chosen to focus the same input Gaussian beam. Bi-convex 

ItMises are best suited for one to one imaging, therefore when attempting to focus 

an incoming planar beam they show much more spherical aberration than the 

belter suited plano-convex lens. The two cv.rves are plotted for 1.064//m radiation 

following the same conditions given in Fig. 11-11. If a bi-convex lens was used to 

focus the input beam into a 3 micron core there would be an S% increase in loss 

compared to the plano-convex lens. By observing the tails of the curves in Fig. 

11-12 one can see the losses for the bi-convex lens are more than twice that for the 

plano-convex lens, only when losses become greater than about 0% does the relative 

(lilferiMice in losses decrease. 

To obtain an estimate for how losses are effected by scaling up the dimensions 

of tli«« fortising elements Fig. 11-13 was plotted. For this curve the focused spot size 

was kept constant at a radius of 3.2/im. this is approximately the mode size for 

1.0()-i/<m radiation in the Corning 6//m (core diameter) fiber used in our lab. With 

the focused spot size fixed the radius of the incoming collimated Gaussian beam 

was varied. To focus to the fixed spot size paraxial theory was used to adjust the 

focal length and curvature of the plano-convex lens to provide mode matching (to 

first order). 

By increasing the diameter of the incoming beam we are effectively scaling up 

all the dimensions of the imaging system while keeping the image size constant. As 

Fig. 11-13 shows, the losses increase approximately linearly with increasing beam 

and lens sizes. This effect can be undersKod by noting that as the input beam 

increases the lens focal length must increase. This means that although the angles 

bent by the incoming rays remain constant any angular errors are translated into 

much large transverse offsets at the location of the spot size since the distance they 
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must travel increases. This explanation implies that one would expect the coupling 

losses to increase in an a linear manner with increasing focal length (i.e. input beam 

size) as shown in Fig. 11-13. These results imply that when focusing beams from 

one fiber to another it is advantageous to use short focal length optics so that the 

small constant angular errors at the refracting surfaces are not transformed into 

large transverse variations at the focused spot. 

In the preceding figures the focal length of the lenses were calculated using 

parnxial theory which assumes that all rays make small angles with the optic axis. 

It was then assumed that these focal lengths produced maximum coupling into the 

given spot size. Due to spherical aberrations this assumption is not entirely correct 

and the optimum focal length will differ slightly from that given by paraxial theory. 

Figure 11-14 shows coupling losses as a function of focal length. In this figure it 

is assumed that a 1 mm (radius) input beam of 1.064/<m radiation is to be focused 

into a 3.2//m rftdius spot. With input and output beams held constant the maximum 

coupling elliciency was found for each change in the focal length. The resulting 

curve in Fig. 11-14 shows that the minimum coupling loss occurs for a focal length 

of approximately 10.3 mm which is about lO^o larger than the 9.45 mm predicted 

from paraxial theory. The difference in losses for these two lenses is only about 

l^ meaning the focal length calculated using paraxial theory provides a coupling 

which is not too far from the optimum. 

The reason why the optimum focal length is larger than that predicted by 

paraxial theory can be understood by recalling that spherical aberration is the result 

of the o-iter edges of the lens having a shorter focal length than the paraxial value. 

It then seems reasonable to believe that to comp» nsate for the tighter focusing at 

its outer edges of the lens the focal length should be increased as indicated in the 

results from Fig. 11-14. 

To demonstrate how real the effect of spherical aberration can be in a single 
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(.'lement lens the output of a single mode fiber X = 1.064/im, core diameter = 

6//m) was coilimated by a 8 mm focal length plano-convex lens and projected onto 

a screen. The resulting pattern was not the expected Gaussian intensity profile but 

a series of rings whose central portion would be either bright or dark depending on 

how coilimated the beam was. Figu-e 11-15 shows some photographs of these rings 

taken off a cathode ray tube from a closed circuit infra-red T.V. system. Although 

the contrast between rings in the photographs appears poor this is due to the infra- 

rt'd T.V. imaging system, when these rings were viewed using a hand held infra-red 

viewer one could see that the rings were intensity modulated at lOO^o. 

These rings are due to the outer edge of the lens slightly focusing the beam 

while the central portion collimates it. If one then observes the beam at a sufficient 

(lishince from the lens the rings will occur due to an interference effect between 

the focused and coilimated portions of the beam (see Fig. 11-15). These ring pat- 

terns vividly demonstrate the short comings of using single element lenses when 

manipulahng beams from single mode fibers. 

The final example demonstrates the losses involved in coupling light from one 

fiber to another with the use of a single bi-convex lens. The fiber was assumed to 

be guiding .63'iS//iii radiation with a spot size radius of 2/im., The output fiber 

was placed at a distance of 0 mm from the principle plane of a 4.5 mm focal length 

lens. This separation is the value predicted from paraxial theory to in order achieve 

a image with unit magnification. The program then varied the receiving fiber-lens 

ütetance and calculated the corresponding coupling efficiencies. Figure 11-16 shows 

that the maximum coupling efficiency due just to spherical aberrations is on the 

order of 35^0. It also shows that the maximum power is coupled when the lens- 

fiber distance is about .18 mm smaller than that predicted from paraxial theory. 

A shorter image distance is expected since the outer edges of the lens focuses the 

beam more strongly.   Similar results (i.e. 36co coupling efficiency) were obtained 
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using a 1.064//m wavelength and a 3/im radius core size. 

Figure 11-16 also shows a ringing type of response for its coupling efficiency 

at distances slightly shorter than the optimum focusing distance. This ringing 

structure is the result of local high and low intensity points along the optic axis, 

these same effects are shown in the photographs of Fig. 11-15 where a fiber output 

is collimated onto a screen. 

The results of Fig. 11-16 show that losses due to spherical aberrations of a single 

cKMnont lens can be very large when dealing with diverging beams from single mode 

fibers. 

4.    Conclusion 

It has been shown that the mode mismatch losses due to spherical aberration 

in single element lenses is very large when dealing with diverging beams from single 

mode fibers. The net coupling into a fiber also depends on such factors as reflections, 

Mirfnce imperfections, misalignment errors, etc. therefore coupling losses in practice 

will be larger than those computed for the mode mismatch alone. 

Since spherical aberratiorr is a nonlinear function of the refracted angle a ray 

makes at each lens surface, this loss mechanism can be made arbitrarily small if 

many surfaces are used so the refracted angle at any ont surface is very small 

Although many surfaces will decrease mode mismatch each surface will contribute 

to reflections and surface scattering which implies that the maximum coupling 

Htficiency will be a trade off between mode mismatch and surface losses. 

Optimized achomatic doublet and triplet lenses will have much smaller spheri- 

cal aberrations without too much of an increase in surface reflections. Lenses of 

this type will be used to find maximum experimental fiber coupling efficiencies to 

determine their usefulness as components in the bulk crystal amplifiei arrangements 

discussed earlier.   Theoretical arvalvsis will also be carried out to determine the 
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reduction in mode mismatch losses when using these multi-element lenses. 

Although the use of single element lenses could have been determined by 

qualitative analysis, this analysis was pursued to provide quantitative results on 

the actual magnitude of these losses. The results of this section will also be useful 

in any other application where single element lenses are used. 

III.    SOURCE NOISE AND SCATTER LIMITATIONS 

A.   Introduction 

Optical fiber Sagnac interferometer gyroscopes suffer from the backscatter 

of light in the fiber. Some of the light which returns by scattering from one 

of the connttT propagating waves adds to the other signals coherently but with 

unpredictable phase, producing error in the measurement of rotation (Cutler 1980, 

llrich 1980. Böhm 2/81. Burns 1983). It has been observed, as predicted, that 

reducing the temporal coherence (broadening the spectrum) of the light introduced 

into a laser gyro reduces the error due to the addition of Rayieigh backscatter by 

reducing the coherence between primary and scattered components (Bergh 1981, 

Böhm ,2/81). Earlier calculations indicated that a coherence length as short as 

one millimeter (i.e. 300 GHz bandwidth) is required to minimize the error due 

to coherent backscatter from the middle section of the fiber loop. With careful 

selection of a laser source and attention to environmental effects, sensitivities close 

to a limit set by shot noise have been attained. 

Generally, the statistical fluctuations in the intensity of optical sources seem 

not to have been considered as a source of error. The fluctuations, even though 

reduced by saturation in the source, are not. necessarily negligible. 

It is the purpose of this section is to analyse the effect of inherent fluctuations in 

a laser source and of scattering in the fiber on phase measurement in interferometer 
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systems, and to obtain an evaluation of the error as a function of source coherence 

nnd transmission parameters. While the discussion is focused on the Sagnac in- 

terferometer (Fig. III-l) having a phase modulation bias in the loop, it may have 

opplicability to optical fiber interferometer systems in general. Both (Rayleigh) 

backscatter and the statistical (Rayleigh) source fluctuations are found to be a 

larger source of error than shot noise in some typical instances. 

B.    The Effect of Signal Statistics on Optical Fiber Gyros 

1.    Some Basic Concepts, Coherence 

Unfortunately the coherence characteristics of an optical signal usually are 

not well described by a single number. A multi (longitudinal) mode source with 

a tendency to mode lock might give a signal with a complicated mix of long and 

short coherence characteristics. Amplitude fluctuations are not simply related to 

the observed spectra. The coherence of a signal may be complicated by sensitivity 

of the source to feedback from reflected waves; and a signal may be random in phase 

but fixed (saturated) in amplitude. In the following, we consider several possibilities; 

(1), that the signal has the characteristics of featureless band limited thermal noise, 

saturated or unsnturated in amplitude; (2), has multi longitudinal-, not phase locked, 

modes nearly approximating the multifrequency Fourier spectrum of band limited 

white noise; (3), has the uniform amplitude randomly fluctuating phase character 

of the classical cw electronic oscillator with a finite Q; or (4), has a number of 

independent oscillations each like the classical oscillator but in frequency separated 

channels throughout a wide bandwidth. The latter may be from a homogeneous 

or inhomogeneously saturating medium or something in between, and may have an 

overlay of super radiance. It has lately been observed that semiconductor (injection) 

Do not be corjfused by the two different Rayleigh phenomena. They are distinct. 
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Fig. III-l Basics for a Sagnac interferometer system. 
There are four sources of fluctuation (error) 
in the output:  1.  Fluctuations in the source 
intensity  2.  Interference of backscattered 
energy which is coherent with the primary wave 
(i.e., from section 2,d near the loop, where 
2'd = velocity times coherence length) .  3. 
Interference of backscattered energy which is 
not coherent with the primary wave.  4.  Shot 
noise. 
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lasers evince a signal in which the phase modulation index exceeds the amplitude 

modulation index by 13 dB (Henry 1981, Peterman 6/81, 4/82, Harder 1983). This 

fact is crucial to the quantitative evaluation of gyro sensitivities. Many kinds of 

signals occur in existing light sources and in a variety of combinations. However 

incoherent the source, the fact that the signal is band limited gives it considerable 

character. 

It is believed that the matters to be discussed are adequately described in 

classical, (i.e., non-quantum mechanical) terms. 

2.    Fluctuation in the Primary Signal 

An obvious possible cause of fluctuation in any optical transmission system 

is the inherent fluctuation of the source. If the source has the character of 

band limited, (not gain saturated) thermal noise like one might obtain from su- 

per radiance, we have a case well treated in me literature. (Rowe 1965, Rice 

19 14, Pierce 1979). The signal is said to have a Gaussian statistical distribution 

in (instantaneous) amplitude, and a Rayleigh statistical distribution in intensity. 

Frequently this source of noise is neglected, being smaller than shot noise at low 

(received) signal levels (Personic 1981). When looking for small phase changes of a 

strong carrier in an interferometer, it is not likely to be negligible.- 

From Rice (1944) Eq. (4.55), a high frequency band of noise W(f) has a 

fluctuation in noise power (base band power spectrum of the fluctuation): 

/•CO 

WAf)= /    W{x)W(x-f)dx (III-I) 
Jo ; 

Where H^ is the power spectral density in the base band at frequency /, derived 

from the optical power spectrum, W^. When the spectrum is square, this is (from 

Rice, or Pierce Eq. 2.5-15): 

\VAf) = '2u'{B-f)± (III--2) 
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wliich gives the mean square fluctuation in base band power as illustrated in Fig. 

lll-2a. A more realistic Gaussian-like or raised cosine high frequency spectrum also 

gives an approximately triangular spectrum with a maximum fluctuation at zero 

frequency. 

Roughly, when / << B, letting r = l/B: 

Wdf) ä 2i'T per cycle of base band width (/// — 3) 

Where v = £G4, G2 is the optical signal power, ^ is a conversion and efficiency 

factor to account for loss in the detector, and r is the coherence time or the reciprocal 

bandwidth l/B of the signal. With increasing /, We{f) tapers to zero a.1 f — B, 

but we only care about the fluctuations that pass a post detection filter at / <£ ß. 

If the integration time of the detector is I* (i.e., post detection filter band width 

= Z?o = l/h) we have: 

fluctuation 
dc output 

= vW/h = V'Bo/B       (optical power ratio) (/// - 4) 

This gives the ac fluctuation for the signal incident on the detector at low-frequency 

band BQ. For an optical signal with a 1 picosecond coherence time and a one second 

integration time, this gives: ' 

Fluctuation = \/210"6iy       watts (III-5) 

that is, 58.5 db below the average optical power level. Because of the ac bias 

modulation generally used in a Sagnac interferometer, we are interested in the 

fluctuation in the output, narrow band filtered at a few hundreds of kHz. This is 

high enough to be clear of the usual l/F noise in electronic systems and common 

in laser fluctuations but is low enough so that the approximations used in Eq. 

(II1-."5| are reasonable.   This fluctuation is 20 times greater than a typical value 
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Fig. III-2.  Ca)  Power spectra.  A wide bandwidth 
high frequency noise-like signal begets 
a triangular spectrum of intensity fluc- 
tuation.  The value of W(c) depends criti- 
cally on the phase relations in the high 
frequency spectra, however, and because 
of gain saturation the fluctuation may be 
much smaller than this figure (a) implies 
(b)  The power spectrum of a multimode 
source consists of many products spaced 
by frequency intervals equal to"the reci- 
procal of the round trip transit time of 
the optical resonator, giving rise to a 
serrated intensity spectxum at low fre- 
quencies.  If the medium saturates inhomo- 
geneously, the individual optical modes 
saturate independently, so the low end of 
the baseband is subdued. 
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of shot noise with £G' = 10~4 watts average power into the detector (see the 

Appendix) and is quite consistent with observations on a laser operating at threshold 

(Yee, 1983). In a laser, or even in some so-called super-radiant sources, amplitude 

saturation is evident and a much smaller fluctuation is obtained. If the saturation 

is homogeneous, the uniform amplitude comes from compensating fluctuations in 

difTerent parts of the band and any change in the balance of amplitude or phase 

vs. frequency in the band width would degrade the compensation, leaving stronger 

fluctuations (partition noise). If the saturating medium is inhomogeneous, sections 

of the hand saturate independently and less low frequency fluctuation would be 

expected from partitioning of the signal. It appears that most optical sources do 

operate with a saturated intensity; and multimode sources are at least spatially 

inhomogeneous. Thus, normal fluctuations in a well beha"ed optical source are likely 

to be very much smaller than calculated here. It appears that in semiconductor 

lasers, the large spectrum line width is due to carrier density changes affecting the 

index of refraction, or to spontaneous emmission events which discontinuously alter 

the phase and intensity of the lasing field. The spectrum character is mostly due 

to phase fluctuations. The amplitude fluctuation is smaller typically by a factor of 

5 and tends to be white (Peterman 12/81 and 4/82, Henry '82, Harder 1983). This 

would leave us with a fluctuation level 71.5 db/Hz below dc for a semiconductor laser 

signal, close to the expected shot noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth. Clearly, saturation 

clamping of the fluctuation in sources for optical sensors is vital. 

Suppose we have a finite number of longitudinal modes of oscillation in the 

source, typically between 10 and 100. The optical spectrum might cover a wide 

bandwidth, but with energy concentrated in narrow bands at frequencies determined 

by the source dimensions, c/lnL where L is the source resonator length and n is 

the index of refraction. In most respects this signal is the same as band limited 

noise covering the same band, provided the modes are independent (not locked). 
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Many modes, randomly phased, yield a Rayleigh distribution of signal amplitude, 

as before. The optical spectrum, now having a multitude of components, produces 

a multitude of baseband components, as illustrated in Fig. in-2b. Without a precise 

knowledge of the source spectrum, we cannot predict the output fluctuation, but 

perhaps we can deduce some limits. 

At one extreme, the phases might be locked, producing a series of pulses with 

a regular period determined by '2nL/c in the laser, and the spectrum components 

would combine to give baseband components at precise multiples of the pulse rate. 

Low frequency fluctuations due to shot noise and unspecified factors would result 

in \ secondary wideband structure and some low frequency components; but most 

of the energy would be in components at multiples of the pulse rate, and not near 

dc. 

If the source has within it a guiding medium with significant dispersion, the 

longitudinal laser modei are separated by different mounts and are not phase locked. 

The baseband components produced by beating are separated in frequency because 

of the multiple values of .\c/2vL, but contributions smaller than c/2nL derive from 

the spectrum width of the individual spectrum components in the same manner as 

described in the previous section. If there are the equivalent of N erual amplitude 

modes, each & Hz wide and having the character of noise, we have for the baseband 

power spectrum of the fluctuation (using (III-2)): 

fluctuation power ~Vrf(/) = 2^ -^.{B1 - f)-Ll. (///-6) 
n 

giving; 
\i}  ff - f \        lib    \ w-^Vih^H l"/-7, 

v here ff is the bandwidth of each of the N individual spectrum components. 

Measurements in our laboratory, and published data (Epworth 11)82 or Peterman, 

1/82) give Sff St 10'' Hz (Fig. III-3), and thus a fluctuation/dc output ratio of 
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s/'l X 10"" or -53.5 dB for /j — 1-0 seconds referred to the pre-detection signal. 

Allowing about 5 times for the ratio of phase to amplitude modulation index, as 

before, we have for a saturating diode laser instead of a band limited thermal: ource, 

67.5 dB referenced to incident optical power. 

This compares with 72 dB that would come from shot noise, given an optical 

power of 100 microwatts into the detector; (69 db, given 10 microwatts into the 

detector). 

It appears that it is the integrated bandwidth of the optical spectrum com- 

ponents that determines the low frequency fluctuations. 

We conclude from this that intensity saturation in the source is very important 

and that the gain clamped broadband inhomogenous multimode laser is a better 

source for the Sagnac interferometer optical fiber gyro than either a more coherent 

source or a less coherent, non saturated (band limited thermal) source. A purely 

thermal but band limited source having no gain saturation smoothing at all could 

be disastrous. It may De objected that this is pessimistic, because a properly 

functioning super-radiant source would not have a mode structure. However, a 

mode structure consistent with the foregoing discussion i.c quite evident in high 

resolution spectrograms of the output from all super-radiant sources that we have 

observed. 

C.   The Effect of Scattering on Optical Fiber Gyros 

1.    Fluctuation and Error Due to Backscatter 

Backscattering is imperfectly understood quantitatively. Inherent in- 

homogeneity in the fiber is known to be a primary source of (Rayleigh) scattering, 

and produces a well defined transmission loss in single mode fibers. A number of 

other factors, such as the capture angle of the scattered energy into the fiber, limit 

the scatter component trapped in the fiber, and mode stripping can be used to 
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minimize the level of the captured signal. 

In the following we initially assume an idealized source whose 'incoherent' signal 

has the phase properties of simple band-limited noise but with constant intensity, 

and we assume that backscatter is principally due to Rayleigh scattering from 

sub-wavelength random inhomogeneities randomly distributed along the fiber. We 

neglect the effect of attenuation on the primary and scattered signal amplitudes 

and assume a uniform single polarisation. We allow for temporal variation of the 

scattering in the fiber. 

The signal returned from a cw Sagnac fiber interferometer at any instant may 

be expressed as the sum of the two primary waves that have traversed the loop in 

opposite directions but with very nearly the same delay, plus the coherent addition 

of two backscattcred waves that have traveled the same distance (backscattered 

from the middle section of the fiber), plus uncorrelated wave components backscat- 

tcred from the rest of the fiber, plus quantum noise. To summarize: 

E = Er + Ei + Er,c expl^!) + Elte exp(02) 
+ Er$u exp(03) + Eilu exp(04) + noise 

{///-8) 

\ 

Er = (Vector) field strength of right hand wave 

Ei m (Vector) field strength of left hand wave 

Ertc = Field strength of right hand scattered correlated wave 

Ei$c = Field strength of left hand scatte/cd correlated wave 

Em !• Field strength of right hand scattered uncorrelated wave 

Eitu = Field strength of left hand scattered uncorrelated wave   • 

{E2 = Primary wave intensity referenced to the level reaching the detector, 

i.e., avoiding the attenuation factors.) 

Waves scattered in the forward direction into the fiber are neglected since they 

travel with and are nearly synchronous in phase with their parent primary wave. 
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the plinse (<?„) of each of the backscattered waves relative to the primary signal 

waves is undetermined and not interrelated. The first two terms of the equation 

;ire constant in phase and intensity except as changes due to rotation, mechani- 

cal distortion, thermal expansion, intentional (bias) modulation, frequency drift or 

whatnot changes the effective nonreciprocal character of the fiber or modulates the 

signal by a "significant amount'. A "significant amount" for our purpose, is on the 

order of the limit in sensitivity (on the order of 10-8 radians, or a length of 0.001 

angstroms). The coherence time T of the "correlated" backscatier»ng mechanism 

may be of finite duration, however, because of changes in the fiber, (i.e., chang- 

ing birefringence, molecular motion, frequency drift, or some yet undetermined 

temporal effect). The correlation between the primary waves and the "correlated" 

backscatter waves may be less than the "integration time"' (defined as To of the 

receiving system, typically tens of seconds. All of the components are modulated, 

more or less, by the ac bias introduced at the ends of the loop at a frequency v/(2L), 

whore y = c/n is the wave velocity and L is the length of the loop (Bergh 1981). 

The detector output is filtered at the same frequency. 

In the following we use several symbols representing time elements: 

T is a time constant which accounts for the time variation of scattering in 

the fiber. This has been estimated to be 0.0i seconds (Ulrich 1980). Due 

to phase flicker or unstable mode structure in the laser source (Burns 

1983) it could be much shorter. 

T* is the integration time of the receiver. 

T is the coherence time (reciprocal bandwidth) of the incident signal, with 

spectrum density corresponding to a single mode spectrum. 

Ti is the coherence time corresponding to the bandwidth of a single line in 
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the multimode spectrum, (i.e., = 1/0 = 1/line width). 

rw is the coherence time corresponding to the spectrum envelope, (i.e., = 

l/spectrum envelope width). 

iV is the number of modes in the spectrum. 

/ is a generalized time delay variable shorter than T, to be given a more 

specific value later. 

I* is a time period. It may = T*. 

0 = nL/c is the single transit loop delay. 

It frequently has been assumed that the "correlated" backscatter is constant, 

i.e.. T is very large compared to I* Even if it is constant, a frequency drift of the 

source or "spontaneous evpnts" may reduce the correlation. A drift of one part in 

I05 or less may be sufficient to make T a significant factor. 

The last terms in Eq. (III-8) vary in phase and amplitude with respect to the 

primary waves at a rate near l/r, where r is the coherence time of the input signal. 

This is because the travel time from source to detector is different by more than the 
» 

coherence time of the signal, so the components are from different signal epochs. 

This rate is very much higher than l/T*. r may be small or large, depending on the 

relative character of the source. For low coherence (semiconductor laser) sources, 

the overall signal bandwidth is measured in THz (Epworth 1982) as we have seen 

(Fig. III-3), with a duty factor between 0.1 and 0.01. f is effectively of the order of 

0.01 nanoseconds but some coherence effects may be spread over many nanoseconds. 

Coherence length is not a well defined quantity. In what follows we take ri to be the 

reciprocal of the bandwidth of a single mode, and ro to be that of the reciprocal of 

the bandwidth of the spectrum envelope. In Fig. III-3. T\ ^ lO-10 and ^ = 1012. 
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When we use r without a subscript, the integrated spectral density is presumed to 

apply. That is N ■ T-Z, where ;V is the effective number of laser modes. 

Over a long period of time, all phases between the scatter products (Eq. III-8)) 

and the signal (Er + Ei), (vector addition) are equally likely. On the average, the 

components will add in power, or with integration, in energy. We are interested in 

the threshold sensitivity (small nonreciprocity) so Er and Ei are in phase. Taking 

the vector addition at the detector, (Er + £"() = G is the signal reaching the 

detector. We start now with a primary signal of constant intensity (power) G' 

but randomly fluctuating in phase, with a coherence time r. We combine with it 

(the result of backscatter in the fiber) another signal component of rms amplitude 

-; which has many parts which are delayed (multipath) by times much greater than 

r. ';, then has a random, presumably Gaussian amplitude, random phase. Rayleigh 

inionsily distribution. Combined with G, we expect an intensity with (rms) maxima 

momentarily in phase with G: 

Intensity        /| = [G + f)2 {III - 9) 

Later we will account for the ac bias modulation and post detection filtering 

of the signal and scatter components. , 

If 7 <IC 6', the sign.1' 'ntensity maxima are adequately described by: 

/1=(C2 + 2G7) (///-10) 

with minima, similarly, Im\n ~ G' —2G~i. Averaged over intervals / = r we expect 

to find fluctuations with a mnean square value of: 

q = \/2G~tT {III-11) 

on an average intensity G-T, where l/\/2 arises in going from maximum to mean 

square values. Over longer perods. to, we expect an rms fluctuation: 
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Fig. III-3. Typical spectrum of a multimode gain- 
guided laser (from Peterman 4/82). 
Because of gain saturation, amplitude 
fluctuations are about 1/5 what would 
be expected from the spectrum. 
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Ql = \/2G'tT^ = VlGiy/rh (HI - 12) 

where t* > r. 

This fluctuation is on an average intensity: G2Tt<>/T = G2^- 

Signal to noise is then: 

1   G y/^ 
{III-13) 

where (7/7 is a dimensionless scattering coefficient. 

There are difFereiit values of coherence for the waves scattered from different 

parts of the fiber so we will have to break this down in the next two sections. 

Typically Y 2=. 2 X 10"6 G2 watts per meter (see conclusion), so we get a 

ratio of scatter response to primary wave response, of the order -57 dB. for a rather 

coherent wave (coherence length = 1.0 meter). Clearly coherence is not always a 

good thing. 

Now let ns apply this relationship separately to the "correlated" and 

■'uncorrelated" scattef components, and consider the effect of the baseband fre- 

quency offset due to modulation. This further complicates the analysis. We will use 

the above relations to apply more specifically to the Sagnac fiber gyro. 

2.    Correlated Components 

Let us consider some consequences of the scatter components as influenced by 

the coherence times T, and ro, and the integration time T* defined earlier. In the 

following we assume that the largest (i.e., only significant) loss mechanism in the 

fiber is Rayleigh scattering. The fraction of the scattered energy that is trapped 

in the fiber, the trapping factor, has been calculated for a representative case (Lin 

1073. Stone 1070) to be 2.3 X lO"3 based on a trapping angle of 4.-14 degrees and 

elimination of cladding modes. For an attenuation a( the ratio of the power in the 
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backscattered wave to the incident power for a small length i is: 

c^ = 2.3 X 10-3( 1 - exp-0') (/// - 14) 

or for a' in dB/meter and small attenuation 

<T % 2.3 X 10"3X--— = 2.65 X 10"V* (/// - 151 
8.68 

I'nder stationary (no rotation) conditions the power in the combined correlated 

scalter components Er,e + Eite would be: 

Optical intensity = 2E
2
{(TNT2V)       (power) (///- 16) 

wjjich replaces Y in the previous section. 

£""-    =     the intensity of the clockw;se or counter-clockwise waves, referenced to 

the detector position, and it is a assumed to be equal in each direction. 

<r    =       the backscatter constant, the ratio of backscatter to primary transmitted 

power, per unit length. 
i 

l 

=      (power scattered per meter/primary power)(trapping factor), 

v = propagation velocity, no dispersion. 

The two scattered components (right and left) are randomly phased, but add 

in power. - * 

Over a period T, the correlated scatter signal adds coherently to the primary 

waves (Er and E\) giving a maximum integrated mean square error component, 

(from Eq. (Ill-11)): 

MS Error response.    Q = '1£,GE\/aNT^V T   (charge, or energy)      [III — 17) 
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at some undetermined nhase relative to the primary components. This we deduced 

M the maximum in-phase value and may be taken as accumulated charge in the 

post detection filter, or as optical energy accumulated over the time interval T. 

Though near constant during any interval T, it is random in phase, accumulating 

over longer times in a "random walk" process. 

Ulrich (1980) has deduced a value of about 10~2 for T due to mechanical or 

(luTmal distortion of the fiber affecting the delay unsymmetrically or modifying the 

polürization of £" a small amount introducing "phase noise". If. for instance, half 

of the fiber were lengthened by a half wavelength, the relative phase between the 

primary wave and scattered component would be changed by J radians. Variation 

of the source frequency would have the same effect. If we integrate in the receiver 

for a time T?, longer than 7*. successive samples of the "correlated" backscatter are 

nncorrelotod (i.e.. similar periods T have unrelated phases) so the total response for 

the longer period is (as in Eq. (111-1*2)): 

Integrated MS Error       Qc = 2S,GE\/^NT^V \/f% {III- 18) 

where T < T*. 

This is the error voltage, (representing accumulated charge.'or optical energy) 

which would be detected with a post detection filter at frequency = 0. However, 

generally the primary wave is phase modulated and the output is filtered at fre- 

quency v/{2L) with a "lock-in" amplifier. We assume that the optical phase is 

modulated sinusoidally at an optimum level and that the detector is a balanced 

mixer followed by a simple low pass filter with a R-C time constant T*. Only the 

fluctuations at frequency v/(2d\ contribute to the charge accumulation Qe. The 

output reflection from the exact center of the loop receives the oppositely phased 

modulation upon exiting the loop, emerges unmodulated and contributes nothing. 

But the scatter from points removed from the center by even a small increment 
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omerge with some modulation. On the average the correlated scatter is modulated 

by: 

Ratio of primary to scattered wave in-phase modulation = III 
26 

i2 

(///-19) 

times the modulation amplitude of the primary signal, as shown in the Appendix. 

The error (Eq. (Ill-18)) evidenced at the lock-in frequency must be reduced by this 

factor. 

There is another possible contribution due to the "correlated" scatter, from 

the overlap of the wings (sidelobes) of the scatter bandwidth and the post detection 

bandwidth. .As we have indicated, the 'correlated' backscatter is not really constant, 

but varies with a finite time constant T. presumably ^> -| and perhaps comparable 

to 0 due to the environment or fiber variability. If the backscatter is modulated 

by any simple process, the amplitude of the modulation would be nearly constant 

within a bandwidth 1/7 and finite outside, falling at some power of frequency. Let's 

assume the first power. In this case, the amplitude at the synchronous detection 

frequency 1/(2^) is either the same as at zero frequency (for T very small) or is 

reduced by a factor '20/T (Tor T > B). Combining this with the residual phase 

modulation noted in the previous paragraph (T/|/(2ö))
2
, Eq. (111-18) gives for the 

noise component in the synchronous detector band from the "correlated" scatter 

(power): 

'r       1°        r 
rri 

Q, = UCEs/aNrivTTo 
•29 

T 26 

11/5 

{III-20) 

Unless the source or the fiber is extremely unstable, or the source is very coherent, 

these factors are likely to be very small. 

3.    Uncorrelated Components 

The peak power in the uncorrelated components, similarly, is: 
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Uncorrelated Scatter = 2Em(ff[0 - NT2)V)       [power) {III-21) 

where 0 is the transit time of a signal in the fiber. This gives an rms current in the 

integrating square law detector (from Eq. III-ll as in Eq. 111-17). (Equivalently, the 

efTeotive power at the detector.) 

/ = 2tGE\/(r{e-Np2)v {III-22) 

This signal component adds coherently only for a coherence time NTO, and 

then incoherently. (Energy is cumulative up to To). Over the integration time T*, 

the integrated response is increased by ^/Tj, so: 

{III-23) 

The incohfront backscatter intensity is random and spread over a very wide 

band ramptrtd to the bias modulation frequency. The bias modulation shifts this 

band loo. but the band is very broad so the intensity falling into the post detection 

filter is unchanged.   We are interested in the relative fluctuation, so we compare 
t 

this with the average signal intensity (or output from the detector"). The average 

signal intensity is given by the first term in Eq. (111-10), times the integration time 

7*2, i.e., Qo = Zfi'T*- Altogether, then, we have a fluctuation to dc output ratio: 

Q,      -E   /-r:— 26 
2 

+ jrr, 

29 
+ 9 - NT* 

\li 

{III-24) 

where T < T* 

The first  two terms in the bracket serve to warn against using sources of 

high temporal coherence and to account for variability in the fiber or the source. 
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The value of E/G is deduced in the Appendix for optimum phase modulation and 

synchronous detection as having a value of 1.5. 

4.    Scatter Equivalent Phase and Rotation Error 

In the Appendix we obtain a relationship for the noise equivalent phase error: 

,JLY^1 = ±.QL (///_25) 
^-1.27  V(dc)        1.27 QQ [ ' 

This is. from Eq. 2-1, when 9 <£. T and n <£ 0: 

0' = 3.34\/<TNT2V0/T2 (III - 26) 

of more interest, perhaps, is the noise equivalent rotation rate. Since the perceived 

rotation rate is: 

(reference Bergh 1081) we have an (rms) noise equivalent rotation rate (substituting 

L = Ov): 

■ "^W .      ,/l/-28, 

where we have neglected the "correlated" scatter components. 

Using the foregoing equations, and the "representative values" given below we 

get a noise equivalent phase error of 1.5 X 10~7 radians (rms) or a noise equivalent 

rotation rate of 

n' = 1.28 X I0~:rad/sec " :   (///- 29) 

This compares to a value (shot noise equivalent phase error) of 4.8 X 10~8 for shot 

noise, and i.2 X 10"' for the fluctuation of the assumed multimode gain saturating 

semiconductor laser having the same bandwidth. These relations can be seen in 

Fig. III-4. 
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r ""~' o.o1 

fr = ;j >~ 10"' 7 m 

!( ;;;:: 0, rn rn 

n = LS 

>.. = 1 micrometer 

T:;: = 1.0 

0 = 2 X 10-0 

L =-tOO m 

TJ = 10-10 

N = 10 

G2 = 1 o-4 watts 

~ = 1.0 

If we inrrense the wavelength by a factor k, scaling the fiber diameter and 

nothing e!se, the Rayleigh scatter is reduced 1)y k4 • So one might. suppose that ther(~ 

wa~ :1 big advn.ntnge in going to longer wavelengths. However, the•noise equivalent 

rohll ion rat.'!. is reduced only by k 1 and the sensitivity to rotation is reduced by the 

:-<nnH' f:1ctnr. Thus, if t.he gyro is limited by scatter there appears to be a standoff. 

Ot hPr f;letnrs. such as source coherence length are likely to be important . 

... =· ., 
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A.     Sensitivity of Sagnac Effect, using an AC bias 

The receiving system in a fiber gyro is designed to measure the departure from 

reciprocity of the counter propagating waves caused by rotation in the plane of 

the fiber loop. The non-reciprocal port of the interferometer gives a signal level 

(volts) proportional to the cosine of the anti-reciprocal component, and if there is no 

bias, is least sensitive at low rotation rates. Phase modulation, by piezo-electrically 

stretching the fiber sinusoidally, and synchronous detection, is used to maximise 

the sensitivity. With primary waves Er and Ei equal, and modulating the phase at 

a rate ir/9, we get. at the reciprocal port: 

E - \Er\ cosM + 0 + 0') + \Ei\ cosM -<t>-<t>') (1) 

where £2 = wave intensity, and 

t-tocosM/ß) (2) 

t 

represents the non-reciprocal modulaf-tn bias applied at the end(s] of the loop, 

and 0' represents the phase components due to rotation and other non-reciprocal 

factors. 

For our present purposes, 0' < 0 and IZTrj = \Ei\ = EQ, and we define b = 

irt/e. Thus: ' *    , 
- 

E = EolcosM + <(> + y) + cos(uj<t> - tp')) (3) 

Frrm a trigonometrical identity, we have: 

E = '2Eo cos{0 + 0') cosM)) 14) 
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This is an opt.ical sinuHoidnl r.rlrricr with nn envelope: 

Envelope = cos(¢ + ¢') = cos( t/Jo cos( b) + ¢/) (5) 

=cos(¢) <'os(¢')- sin(t/J) sin(t/J') (6) 

fo!· sr11a!l rjl, cos(¢/)::::= 1, n.nd sin(t/J') ::::=¢',and: 

Envelope::::= cos(t/J)- t/J1 sin( til) (7) 

'T'} . . . 
1 H~ mt.ens;ty 1s: 

(8) 

Tilt• rtr:;t term contains de und terms or even order in ii/0. The last term is very 

small fnr small o'. The second term is the only one which is linear in t/J' and contains 

rnmpon('nt:-; at the fundnment.al modul~tion frequency 1/20. Thus, 

V::! = -2$1 si.n(¢)c~s(tll) = -¢'(sinl¢- ¢)- sin(2tll)) 

= 0- ¢' sin(2¢J) ( 10) 

See footnote. • 

Exprr:::-:-;ing the s_ine function in a :jeries, we get: 

. ... 

( 11} 

• F'~H Rohin::;on points nut that t.his is n. Bessel e1untion, and that the fundamentnl 
srwr.tral rompont>nt could he obtained convenient. y using n. Fourier transform. See: 
ll:lndhook of \lnth Fnnctions. :\hrnmowitz and St.egun, NBS 1064, p. 360. Also 
".-\ Tn·a t i::;t-" nn t.~te Thl•ory of Bessel Functions,'' \Vutson, Cum bridge. 1058, section· 
f) .. I, 



= _0' 25 

2^o cos(6) - "-vl cos3(6) + -0j cos5(6) + 
2* 

3! (12) 

We want to extract the part containing frequency 1/29, (i.e., the cosine argue- 

ment =: b, with no multiplier), 

we use 
, 3 1 

cos"*!*) = - cos(6) + - cos(3b) 
4 4 

nnd 

which gives 

5 5 
cos*ib) = - cos(6) + -- cos(36) + 

8 16 

V2 = -0'cos(6)(20o - 0o + g^o - • • ) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

This is maximum (absolute) when 00 = .94 radians, or 53 degrees.  That is, 106 

degrees phase dilference between counter propagating waves. 

Substituting for b and 0o in Eqs. (8) and (15), we have from the square law 

detector: 

V = cos2(0) - 1.17cos(jr//ö)«/ (16) 
.1. 

f 

We need to compare this with the dc component from the detector.    That is 

contained in the cos2(0) term. 

I 
cos-(0) = -(1 +COS(20)) (17) 

1 = - l+cos(20ocos(6))                           '             (18) 

_ 1 

m 

[             220§cos2(6)     2^cos^)         ] 
2!                     4! (19) 

2 — 22   0 
i + l!^l(1 + cos(26))2|06i(i + . ••)3 

• 
(20) 
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w, "'"''"* """"'·~""'*"'"'t~ """"'iN&'·"'""':'• $t.i WIA4$£q.j,..Jt*Wi'*:i~A!SRI$fW1¢i;~fllt,f¥~i~4 ·~i_+~JIIJ", "'-*. lii*!\f"'!*1CSI .1[\·?~+f"'#~\ ~Q¥47· ,i .-.\f 

·• '"'~ •••"1·-.~'"''"'~.h,~,.ll',.~ .•.•. "'.,r'•'~' ,., ,_-,',. "'• .,.,.,.. 

(\\\· h:t\'C' droppr:d harmonic rrcqucncies like cos(:.?b).) 

1 'l 1 23 1 3 4 5 1 s 8 = 1 - -¢o· - + - . - . - . ¢o - ') /6' = - . -¢ .. 
2! 2 4! 4 2 .. . 8 2 (21) 

= 1- <P~/2 + 3/4!¢J4
- 10/6!¢J6 

•• (22) 

= 0.65 (for ¢o = OJJ4) 

This corrrsponds to the average int~nsity seen by the detector,__gr the value or 

G/E required ror Eq. (Ill-2-t). 

So we have the ratio or the maximum lock-in output to the de: 

l·~(max) 1.1i~P' _ BA-' 
- -1.'+' 

V(dc) 0.65 
(23) 

or 

v'(rms,max)- •J'"'A-' 

V(dc) - 1._ 1 '+' (24) 

ln the absence or rotation, ¢/ is the "noise equivalent phase error!' used in Eq. 

( !Il-:2G ). 
.•· 

B. AC Bias Modulation of the "Correlated" Scatter 

The bias phnse modulation is assumed to be applied in equal amounts out or 

ph::1se. at each end of the fiber loop, (conceptually, since it makes. no difference if it 

is a!! nt one end). The modulation of the primary wave is <P' = (l/2)¢1ocos(11"i/O), - ., . 
:1nd the modulation is doubled at the other end of the loop because the· chosen 

phn;-;p of the modulation in the two modulators. Waves scattered back from the 

~'X:lct cpnter oft he loop :ue modulated again, but with the opposite phase. and thus 

('!lJ(•rgP with fl() modnlnt.ion. Wa.ves scat~:red rrom points slightly removed from the_ . .,. 
('l'!ltrr or the loop by a. distn.nce demerge with total phase modulation: 
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4$ — ^h 
f*\ firi     ir(9-2dv)\ 

For a signal with coherence time ri the mean value of \2dv\ 

modulation, for (ri < 9), 

(25) 

ri giving a phase 

^ = ^^o cos i' + cos -9t + * + T (26) 

1 
cos(^)-cos(^)coS(^)-sin(^)sin(^) (27) 

The sine term is in quadrature with the synchronous detector and is tuned out. 

Wo have left, substituting: 

«-i 
TTTi 

for       cos 
rri 

1    1 
*. ^ 20O2 9 

12 

COS 
I1 

(28) 

(29) 

So. the ratio of the coherent scattering to primary wave phase modulation is: 

00 

VfX 

29 
(30) 

C.     Shot Noise Output 

The shot noise from the detector is: 

i; = 2eioB (31) 

on a current %, and, 

'0 = (32) 
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where (..'■, still, is intensity, i.e., watts. 

Siib-stituting: 

•1 " & 
Comparing this with Eq. (24), we get the shot noise limit on <i>': 

(33) 

,W)^« (34) 127 \ftGl 

or a 1.0 Hz bandwidth and ^ = 1.0 and Cg = 10~4 watts, Plancks constant h = 

6.26 X lO"34, and / = 3 X lO14 Hz, we get /s2//5 = 4 X lO"13 and ^ = 5 X lO-8 

radians. Referenced to the optical signal, the fluctuation to average power ratio 

is 6.3 X 10~8, i.e., 4.5 dB lower than the fluctuation noise calculated for the gain 

saturated muitimode laser in the text of this paper, and 13 dB lower than the 

fluctuation from the assumed broad band unsaturated superradiant source, (see 

Eqs. (III-I) and (111-6). 

-♦• 
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